This move signed the death warrant. The new clubhouse did not entice one new member to join the club, and the assessment to the membership caused most of them to leave the sinking ship.

With good organization the club could have sold another 300 members without a new clubhouse, because they already had a fine golf course and all the potential in the world. A point to remember is that the good golf course had little if no competition, but a clubhouse competes with every cafe in town, with TV, supper clubs, baseball and football. With old line clubs the social features involved are practical, but with the average country club, most of the social activities are centered around golf.

The successful club also needed some sort of clubhouse. The clubhouse, however, had to fit into the pocketbooks of the membership. The building committee in charge of the project came up with several sets of clubhouse plans.

The clubhouse did not entice one new member to join the club, and the assessment to the members caused most of them to leave the sinking ship.

With good organization the club could have sold another 300 members without a new clubhouse, because they already had a fine golf course and all the potential in the world. A point to remember is that the good golf course had little if no competition, but a clubhouse competes with every cafe in town, with TV, supper clubs, baseball and football. With old line clubs the social features involved are practical, but with the average country club, most of the social activities are centered around golf.

The successful club also needed some sort of clubhouse. The clubhouse, however, had to fit into the pocketbooks of the membership. The building committee in charge of the project came up with several sets of clubhouse plans.

"Why did they leave? . . . they had been members of their club for six years and had never felt that they were members."

Their primary concern was to build something adequate, but not out of the reach financially of at least 95 per cent of the membership. Wisely, they built about two-thirds of the clubhouse, including the basic requirements: locker rooms, grill room and dining room. This partial clubhouse served to satisfy the needs of the membership for the present time and was financially practical for almost every member. The financing of the first phase was done through a local bank which amortized a loan of 15 years. The cost to each member was $5 a month tacked onto his monthly dues. (Incidentally, the clubhouse was completely finished by another board of directors about 10 years later at no additional expense. That is, the $5 tab was still enough to take care of the costs.) The key to the winning club's success in getting a new clubhouse was based on two factors. First, coming up with several alternative plans; second, building a clubhouse that over 90 per cent of the members could afford.

At the unsuccessful club about 25 members decided to put up about $200,000 of their own money to keep the club from taking place. It so happened that most of these benevolent souls were also ex-board members. Now instead of just the usual nine board members there were 25. The supervisory people they employed had no experience in professional management areas required to make any golf facility function. Within several months these men were trying to get back at least 75 per cent of the members' investment.

Had the majority of the original board members acquired the services of competent people and organizations and put their advice and consultation to use, the club would be thriving. Six months prior to the death of the club, four members joined my club. My club had an old worn-out golf course and a functional, but not fancy clubhouse. Why did they leave? They said that they had been members of their club for six years and had never felt that they were members. One of the group said that the board hadn't been honest with him; they should have told him it was going to cost him $500 more to build a new clubhouse. A couple and their three golfing sons said that they went to a board member and said that they couldn't afford to pay the $500 assessment. The board member said, "If you can't afford a country club, you don't belong." That last remark is a thought too many directors have and it has caused more financial problems and unhappy members than anyone could possibly comprehend.

After one full season, these 25 investors tossed in the towel and put the club up for sale. While waiting to sell the club, the facility was opened to the public, which kept the club breathing just enough to keep the heart beating. Just before they started to throw the dirt on the club, a local businessman purchased the layout. He paid slightly less than $200,000, which was about $500,000 under the appraised value.

What can be learned from this study? Primarily, being a board member is more than honorary. It is a job that protects the investment of several hundred members. Before any board of directors makes a decision involving large and costly capital improvements, it should first base its judgment on how much the majority of the members can afford out of their own budgets. If the board is not considering the amount of money about 90 per cent of the members can spend, then a lot of trouble can begin. In too many cases a board will consider what only 10 per cent of the members can afford; that isn't practical or fair.

Board members should learn to communicate with as many members as possible. I remember one incident that involved a serious matter. Each board member voiced his opinion. One said, "Well I talked to a lot of people and they said such and such." I asked him to clarify what a "lot of people" was. Was it 30? 40? 100? He confessed that a lot was three members—of his regular foursome. The majority rule should always be in effect at the country club. To stay out of a lot of unnecessary trouble, it is wise to find out just what the majority of members feel and think about small and important matters. Some clubs have weekly and monthly periodicals to keep the membership informed. This is good, but to communicate successfully the officers must take a step further and meet the members face to face.

Most of the woes and much of the higher costs in club operations are caused by a lack of direction from the top.
A casual remark by one of my members prompted me to investigate the relationship between earthworms and fairway turf. In the late summer of 1967, one of the crew members complained to me of "mud" building up on the rollers of the 30-inch mower units. A check of the fairways showed that the problem was occurring on the number nine fairway and that the mud was actually worm casts. I knew from past experience that 10 per cent granular chlordane at the rate of 100 pounds an acre (10 pounds actual) would control the earthworms. For budgetary reasons, I then planned to control the worms by doing half the fairways at once and the remaining half the following spring. I happened to mention this plan to a member who expressed surprise, because worms "make top soil."

I remembered reading at one time some estimates of the amount of soil brought up by worms, but I needed solid facts to work with. I found them in "Handbook on Soils" (Brooklyn Botanic Garden, 1000 Washington Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.). The material in the handbook dealt mainly with gardens, but was easily converted to golf course application.

Worms do indeed benefit the soil through their digestive-digging action: by the material which is restructured as it passes through their bodies, by their network of channels (slime-coated to resist washing by rain or irrigation) that is in effect aeration, and by conserving nitrogen in their bodies as protein during the winter. This protein is released again as nitrogen in the spring when the old worms die and the new generation takes over. The N release is often deep in the soil where it is needed for good turf root structure. One study estimated the N at 40 pounds an acre, equal to one application of fairway fertilizer! This is organic fertilizer of the highest quality and at no cost.

Figuring at the low rate of three worms a square foot, an acre would contain over 130,000 worms. If each brought up one ounce of finely granulated organic-laden soil (and I think it is much more) a week, this means four tons an acre or 160 tons on the fairways of the average 18-hole course. Multiply that number by the weeks that the worms are active: roughly eight weeks in the spring and eight in the fall. It staggers the imagination!

Needless to say, I re-evaluated the problem and decided not to destroy (Continued on page 35)
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these aids to better fairways. The casts were troublesome only in a few areas. We made an effort to mow the grass when it was dry and put scrapers on the rollers of the 30-inch units.

If these creatures are so beneficial what can be done to encourage them? It is recommended that mulches be applied to gardens during the winter to protect the worm population from deep freezing. This practice is hardly necessary, desirable or practical on fairways. The turf acts as a protection. Of course fairway watering promotes the moist conditions for maximum worm activity, and I have found that organic fertilizers (natural) seem to encourage them. Chemical fertilizers seem not to harm worms, but do not provide humus, which the organics do. In my experience neither 2, 4-D nor the MCPP products at normal rates have any effect on worms.

Sometimes it is recommended that worms be purchased and liberated as breeders, but this is seldom necessary. If the soil is suitable (sandy or gravelly soils will support worms less well), they will be present in suitable numbers. In short there is not much a golf course can do that they do not do now as normal maintenance, except withhold insecticides unless they are urgently needed.

A golf course seldom is a product of nature, but in the case of the lowly worm, it seems golf courses have everything to gain and nothing to lose by letting nature have her way.

Editor’s note: GOLFDOM realizes the controversial nature of the above article. One problem with earthworms raised by Dr. Fred Grau is that earthworm casts can be slicked down by traffic to the point where the grass is smothered under the mashed and compacted casts. The casts also make walking a chore and, obviously, do not help a golf shot. “There is quite a difference between the desirable agronomic effects of earthworms in turf and the undesirable effects of the casts on the playing quality of the turf,” says Dr. Grau.

GOLFDOM welcomes any comments that our readers might have on this topic.
THE SUPERINTENDENT: PAST PRESENT AND FUTURE

RICHARD BLAKE, GCSAA PRESIDENT, DISCUSSES WITH GOLFDOM CHEMICAL BANS, CERTIFICATION, THE SUPERINTENDENT’S IMAGE AND THE FUTURE ROLE THE SUPERINTENDENT MUST PLAY TO DECIDE HIS DESTINY

By Jerry A. Olson
Associate Editor

“Golf clubs, club officials, superintendents and everyone associated with the game of golf have played ostrich long enough.”

Editor’s note: Right or wrong, Richard Blake, president of the Golf Course Superintendent’s Assn. of America, could well be the best remembered president in the history of the organization. Decades of hard work have finally brought a dream of yesteryear—a pension plan and certification—on the threshold of reality. No one man can be singled out for the culmination of these two steps to improve the superintendent’s image and future, but the progressive Blake, an officer in the GCSAA for six years, played an important part. Blake, who has been a superintendent since 1952, has been at Mt. Pleasant CC in Boylston, Mass., for the past 11 years. In an exclusive interview for GOLFDOM,

Blake discusses the past, present and future of the superintendent.

GOLFDOM: What do you hope to accomplish in your one year tenure as president of the GCSAA?

Blake: I’d like to see the certification program implemented and started, and I’d also like to see the pension program in operation. I think these are two things the membership needs. I think most of all, though, I’d like to see the superintendents, who aren’t national members, realize there is an advantage to being a member of the national association. It is to their own benefit as well as their clubs’.

GOLFDOM: When will certification and the pension plan be presented to the membership?

Blake: The certification plan was mailed to superintendents in the national organization this month. The new pension program is now pending before the Internal Revenue Service, so we don’t know when it will be ready. We hope the IRS will approve it for 1972. I think the pension plan is one very good example of the benefits which can be derived by being a member of the national association. Under our pension program, a superintendent will be able to accept a position with another golf club and not lose any credits in the pension program. It is actually a pool whereby as he changes jobs, he still continues to build up his pension for the future. He won’t be penalized for changing jobs. In many
areas of business today a man has built up so many years of pension towards retirement, that he cannot afford to leave the company and take a job elsewhere. Under that kind of a pension plan an individual stagnates and just wants to put in his time until retirement. He won’t make constructive criticism or ask for changes because he has too much to lose. I think our program offers financial security for the superintendent at no cost to his conscience.

GOLFDOM: There has been a lot of talk these days about improving the image of the superintendent. How can the individual superintendent enhance his professional position?

Blake: You use the word talk and that is one area which we have over-emphasized. We do a lot of talking and not much doing. This is true at the national, sectional and individual levels. Communication is a better word and I think it has a different meaning than talk. I think it is time we all became involved in our associations and in the community. It’s very easy to criticize. There has been a lot of criticism towards Federal and state governments, the country clubs and a lot of superintendents. If you don’t want to be criticized, many people think you should do nothing. That is the easy way out and the one that leaves you the most vulnerable to criticism. But, the opportunity is here to stick you neck out. Golf clubs, club officials, superintendents and everyone associated with the game of golf have played ostrich long enough. There are some serious problems that must be faced by everyone connected with golf. The only way to solve these problems is by bringing them out in the open: Coordination, communication and cooperation. There has been an effort by the Allied Assn., the GCSAA, Club Manager’s Assn. of America, Professional Golfers’ Assn., the United States Golf Assn., the National Club Assn. and the National Golf Foundation to improve the total image of the golf industry. There is enough brainpower and executive ability in the GCSAA alone to do something, if only everyone would become involved. It’s not what you say you are going to do, but what you do, that is important.

GOLFDOM: Does the GCSAA plan to fight any of the Federal or state pesticide regulations?

Blake: Fight isn’t the right word. We are going to communicate with the people evaluating all of the different rulings and regulations and coordinate our efforts to seek knowledge from people that know and are in a position to influence this legislation—the Federal, state and local agencies as well as universities and the USDA experimental stations. We are not going to get involved in the emotional issues. We are going to deal strictly with facts and proven results.

GOLFDOM: Has the superintendent been chemically disarmed?

Blake: In certain states, yes. However, there are alternative chemicals, plant protectants, available for the superintendent to use. The chemical industry is coming up with alternatives and there is a lot of research being conducted with safer, more effective chemicals. But, it takes time, knowledge and money.

There has been an overreaction by many states in passing emotional legislation. Many of the people making all of the noise know the least about the problems. But again, this is where the superintendent must bear part of the blame for waiting too long to become involved in the issues. After all, the superintendent has been an ecologist or environmentalist long before the terms became popular.

GOLFDOM: Does the GCSAA plan to establish a lobby at the national level to get favorable legislation?

Blake: It has been discussed, but right now the finances aren’t available. The one thing that appears to be overlooked by golf clubs in general, is that they have the biggest lobby available in their membership. If club officials, including the superintendent, could gather support from the membership and work with legislators, sensible legislation could become realized and it would offset the vocal emotionalists. Too often, club officials and members, who are real business leaders in their community, do an about-turn as far as the country club is concerned. They are trying to escape the pressures of the office at the club. Consequently, they don’t practice good sound business procedures at the club. They seem to throw all of their business knowledge out of the window. Golf is a business of pleasure.

GOLFDOM: How can the superintendent, then, become involved?

Blake: Through education. We at the national level have an obligation to keep our members abreast of the changing times. We run a very strong educational program every year. However, this year we are going to add regional workshops on business management in different parts of the country. These workshops will cover all phases of the superintendent’s operation, but will center around business management. This is going to start before the end of the year with the first workshop scheduled for the Chicago area. Eventually, the

(Continued on page 38)
program will encompass all sections of the country.

**GOLFDOM:** I'd like to digress for a moment back to the pesticide issue. What specifically is the national association doing on pesticide research?

**Blake:** We hope to coordinate our efforts and get better research in specific areas. We are urging universities, schools and research centers to keep us informed of results of their studies so we can pass this information along to our members. We are also trying to raise additional money from our membership for research. We are urging our members to contribute money to the GCSAA for research rather than sending Christmas cards. This may sound like a minor program, but if each superintendent would contribute $5, we could fund pertinent research which would offer some solutions to the pesticide problem.

**GOLFDOM:** How has mechanization affected the role of the superintendent?

**Blake:** There is more mechanization and there has to be because of the demands. There are more people golfing more days a week and demanding better playing conditions. The only way a superintendent can keep up with this demand is by using more complex, sophisticated, multi-purpose machinery. Most of the clubs operate with fewer people because the pay scale doesn’t attract good help. In fact, we are in a position where we can’t even compete with welfare. Wages will have to be raised for the superintendent and his staff. I think it is time for club officials to realize there is more to a superintendent’s duties than just cutting grass. They are starting to realize this, but it’s been a long time in coming. It is interesting, also, that although machinery is supplanting people in getting the work done, it requires a more intelligent, highly skilled and technically capable individual to operate the machinery.

**GOLFDOM:** Will the 70s see an increase in the financial status of the superintendent?

**Blake:** It had better. As I said before, the superintendent is in charge of quite a financial investment when you consider the land, equipment and purpose of the country club. I think people are now realizing that it isn’t the restaurant, pro shop or the clubhouse that makes a successful country club atmosphere. It’s the golf course. If the course is in good shape then the rest of the operation has a good chance of being successful. The whole operation of the club depends upon the golf course. The salary of superintendents depends on productivity and what he has accomplished. The salaries of superintendents have come a long way in the past few years, but so have salaries of all professional and skilled persons. A plumber or electrician, for example, is making a lot more money in comparison to hours worked than the superintendent. Most superintendents are working a lot more hours, have more responsibility and are making less money. They should be compensated for this responsibility. In too many cases they aren’t. In some other professions, persons are working 35 or 40 hours a week. Most superintendents, however, work 50 or 60 hours a week and enjoy it. This has created a problem. Because they enjoy what they are doing and take great pride in their work, they have been shortchanged for their sincerity and dedication. They have been taken advantage of.

**GOLFDOM:** Is the GCSAA attracting younger people into the organization?

**Blake:** Younger, capable, better educated and more aggressive. They want recognition now for what they are doing and have helped elevate the status of the superintendent.

**GOLFDOM:** Do you foresee the demise of the “rising up through the ranks” superintendent?

**Blake:** Definitely. The expanding role of the superintendent has made a college education a necessity. He must work with his head as well as his hands. He must not only be familiar with turf, safe and effective chemicals and equipment, but also budgeting and public relations. I know I have quite a few boys who come to me with college backgrounds and ask for help in gaining the practical experience of working with turf. After the diploma, the “true” education begins. I know in Boston at Northeastern University, prospective engineers and businessmen go to school for six months and work for six months. I think people are now realizing that it isn’t the restaurant, pro shop or the clubhouse that makes a successful country club atmosphere. It’s the golf course. If the course is in good shape then the rest of the operation has a good chance of being successful. The whole operation of the club depends upon the golf course. The salary of superintendents depends on productivity and what he has accomplished. The salaries of superintendents have come a long way in the past few years, but so have salaries of all professional and skilled persons. A plumber or electrician, for example, is making a lot more money in comparison to hours worked than the superintendent. Most superintendents are working a lot more hours, have more responsibility and are making less money. They should be compensated for this responsibility. In too many cases they aren’t. In some other professions, persons are working 35 or 40 hours a week. Most superintendents, however, work 50 or 60 hours a week and enjoy it. This has created a problem. Because they enjoy what they are doing and take great pride in their work, they have been shortchanged for their sincerity and dedication. They have been taken advantage of.
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Superintendents
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months. A lot of people have been led to believe that if you get that piece of paper or degree, you are set for life. A degree doesn't mean a thing unless you can do something with it. But don't get me wrong. A college degree is a fundamental requirement nowadays for the superintendent.

GOLFDOM: Do you foresee several clubs in an area pooling their equipment to save money in the future?

Blake: I think it comes down to the point that the average golfer is a pretty impatient person. He comes to a course and spends so much to join and he wants instant service. There are a lot of areas where clubs could operate more efficiently if they could utilize certain pieces of equipment, if the golfer could just wait for a few minutes. But, it comes down to who would use the equipment first and when it would be available for use. And in turf management, a lot of things hinge on being able to do certain things at certain times or you lose the value of doing them. But, I think it is one area which should be more fully investigated.

GOLFDOM: How important is it for the superintendent to conduct a community relations program?

Blake: I think it is critical that they do. Many superintendents are involved in their community in areas of conservation, recreation and planning. These are all pluses. I think that in the past the superintendent has hidden in the background. As someone once said "actors in the dark." The superintendent has a definite responsibility to the community, should recognize it and should fulfill it.

GOLFDOM: What can the individual superintendent do for his local and national organizations?

Blake: Get involved. Most of the local chapters have monthly meetings with very good educational programs. They play golf, invite people from the press, club officials and members of the industry to compare ideas. Local universities have field days, manufacturers bring in equipment for showing. There is a great deal of time and effort being spent on education at the national and local levels, if the superintendent is interested in improving his knowledge.

But, I guess it boils down to if he wants to stick his neck out and be a real doer.